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Whole Sale Price $12,000
Retail Price $13,000

Specifications:

Year:  2017  

VIN:  1FADP3F23HL318945  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  16054  

Model/Trim:  Focus SE  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  BLACK  

Engine:  2.0L Flex Fuel I4 160hp 146ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  6-Speed Double Clutch  

Mileage:  54,813  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 19 / Highway 26

Step into the world of sleek sophistication and dynamic performance
with this captivating 2017 Ford Focus SE, a sedan that embodies a
perfect blend of style and efficiency. With only 54,785 miles on the
odometer, this gem in classic black is a testament to meticulous care
and gentle driving. Let's dive into what makes this vehicle not just a car,
but a statement on the road.

The exterior of this Ford Focus SE exudes elegance with its deep black
hue that gleams under the sun and sparkles at night under city lights.
The color isn't just about aesthetics; it's a practical choice that hides
road dust and minor imperfections, keeping your car looking pristine
with minimal effort.

Slide into the comfortable embrace of the other cloth interior, a material
that offers durability and comfort, making every journey a pleasure. The
seats are designed to support and cushion you, whether you're
navigating the morning commute or embarking on a cross-country
adventure. The cabin's ambiance is a perfect blend of functionality and
style, creating an inviting atmosphere for both driver and passengers.

At the heart of this Ford Focus SE is a robust 2.0L Flex Fuel I4 engine,
boasting 160hp and 146ft. lbs. of torque. This powerplant is engineered
for responsiveness and efficiency, allowing you to enjoy the thrill of the
drive without compromising on fuel economy. The Flex Fuel capability
means you have the flexibility to use more sustainable fuel options,
reducing your carbon footprint and fuel costs.

The 6-Speed Double Clutch transmission offers the best of both worlds,
combining the convenience of an automatic with the precision and
control of a manual. This advanced transmission system ensures
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control of a manual. This advanced transmission system ensures
smooth and swift gear changes, enhancing the driving experience and
reducing the vehicle's fuel consumption.

Manufacturer options and packages on this Ford Focus SE have been
carefully selected to elevate your driving experience. Every feature and
function has been designed with the driver in mind, ensuring that you
have all the tools you need for a safe, enjoyable, and efficient drive.

The accolades speak for themselves. This model has been recognized
by Edmunds as one of the Top Recommended Sedans, a testament to
its outstanding quality, reliability, and overall performance. When you
choose this Ford Focus SE, you're not just getting a car; you're getting
peace of mind knowing that experts in the field have given it their seal of
approval.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel of this 2017 Ford Focus SE, taking
on the road with confidence and style. It's not just about getting from A
to B; it's about the journey, the experience, and the joy of driving a
vehicle that truly understands your needs.

Don't miss the opportunity to own this exceptional sedan that combines
elegance, efficiency, and excitement in one package. Contact us today
to schedule a test drive and prepare to be impressed. Your new 2017
Ford Focus SE awaits, ready to turn heads and deliver an unparalleled
driving experience.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/17/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2017 FORD FOCUS SE

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

Regular oil
changes

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in
Oklahoma

54,813 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=1FADP3F23HL318945&source=BUP
https://tsmotorcars.com/vehicle/7302391/2017-ford-focus-se-houston-tx-77075/7302391/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning  - Rear vents: second row - Floor mat material: carpet 

- Floor mats: front - Capless fuel filler system - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 12V front  - Power steering 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Compass - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Active grille shutters - Front bumper color: body-color 

- Grille color: black with chrome accents  - Mirror color: body-color 

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Side mirrors: integrated turn signals  

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: painted aluminum alloy - Front wipers: variable intermittent 

- Power windows: safety reverse  - Window defogger: rear
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